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ABSTRACT: Traditional
problems, including those

Q.f&#-.}

safety and reliability analysis methods are applicable to many standard
examples illustrated in most formal courses. However, there are many

real-world situations for which non-traditional methods appear to be more appropriate, mainly
because most practical problems involve substantial subjectivity about the inputs and models used.
This paper surveys some of the most applicable approaches found in a recent research study. Each
approach is developed individually and is illuminated by selecting example situations of apparent
applicability. Then, the combinational blending of the approaches with each other and with
traditional methodology is discussed.

* Sandia is a multiprogram laboratory operated by Sandia Corporation, a Lockheed Martin Company, for the United
States Department of Energ under Cent.&ct DE-AC04-94AL85000

1 INTRODUCTION

In risk and reliability analyses, probability
approaches are typically employed, even
where they may not match the problem
parameters very welL This appears to be a
human tendency, because most people
frequently express their thoughts
probabilistically, even when actually thinking
possibilistically. For example, one might be
tempted to use a high school transcript
showing half As and half Bs for forecasting a
“probability” of a student getting an A in a
university course as 50°/0. This associates a
fi-equentist concept with a possibilistic event
(it is judged equally possible that the grade
will or will not be ~ where “not A“ =
{B,C,D,F} and there is positive weight only
for B). There is no direct evidence prior to
receiving college course grades.

Carrying this a step fbrther, it is often
necessary to associate an “extreme” prognosis
with an event that might cause an unexpected
safety or reliability problem. As an analogy,
one might forecast the probability of the
student above getting five As in five courses
as 1132. In practice, there is a strong
possibility that this perception is misleading.

For example, the student might place high
importance on university grades and be
inspired to work very hard, getting straight As.
This might help explain why historical
examination of accident histories has shown a
tendency of the prior traditional safety
analyses to be overly optimistic, and why
possibilistic mathematical approaches are
currently receiving considerable attention. In
this paper, we will consider a number of non-
probabilistic methods, each of which may be
employed to advantage in particular classes of
problems.



Subsequently, we describe a hybrid
technique that may be applied to problems
corresponding to cherse models

2 FUZZY MATHEMATICS

~uzzy ..mathematics is a form of possibilistic
@5cessing< ‘The’ ‘difference between fhzzy
logic :and f@zy mathematics is roughly
analogous to the difference between Boolean
algebra and ~he;algebra of real numbers. Like
probabilistic calculus, Fuzzy mathematics also
can be applied to introduce variabilityy to fixed
parameters. For example, a subjective
parameter can have some of the characteristics
of more than one number (e.g.,
“approximately” five may indicate a range of
real numbers including, but not limited to,
five). Fuzzy models can therefore be applied
to describe parameters in probabilityy analysis,
and this has some similarity to strictly
probabilistic descriptions. However, fhzzy
algebra differs from probabilistic calculus
both mathematically and in concept.

Since it does not assume the precise
relationships inherent in probability
distributions, it appears to be more appropriate
for the subjective inputs applicable to vaguely
defined environments.

A fhzzy number (formally a convex and
normal ‘fizzy set) can be represented
mathematically [1] as:

A,(x) = A, = [q (p)>~,(fl)l o)

where the al and ~ values on x represent the
lower and upper limits, respectively, of the
variation possible for the parameter as a
fimction of P, and ~ is a “level of
presumption. ” The level of presumption
represents a collection of subjective
judgmental about the range specified.

lPreferably fkom “experts,” preferably based on data (even if
limited), and possibly weighted according to expertise.

One must be more presumptuous in order “
to specify monotonically decreasing variable
ranges (maximum level of presumption is
presumption of minimum uncertainty).

This is associated with the convexity
property. The “normal” restriction fixes the
maximum level of presumption at 1 and the
minimum to O. If a particular value of
presumption, a, is selected, a horizontal line
can be drawn that intersects the ordinate at
P= a. The two points where the line

intersects the fimction represent the lower and ,
upper bounds for the parameter at the
specified presumption level. No information
is implied within the limits.

In contrast to fhzzy logic, fbzzy
mathematics treats operands as tizzy
(subjectively known) numbers with
uncertainty along the abscissa, and computes
in terms of abscissa values rather than ordinate
values. The mathematical basis for combining
fuzzy numbers is based on Zadeh’s Extension
Principle [2]. For addition and multiplication
(basic to fault tree and event tree
computations), this produces:

P.+,(Z) = v (p.(~) AP,(y))
*=x+y

#AxB (z)= v (p.(x) A #B (y))
,7=.X.y

(2)

(3)

These are convolutions basically constructed
like those used in probabilistic calculus, but
without the “independent” abscissa valuations.
ThLs is because the above fimzy-algebra
operations utilize only ranges of values, and
make no use of or assumptions about
relationships between probability parameters,
or of independence between probability
parameters.2 The operations shown above are
directly usefhl for parameters for which
relative probabilities and independence are not
well known (a common situation). On the
other hand, probabilistic operations are limited
to parameters for which these characteristics
w well known (a less common situation).

2However,treatmentof independence/dependence
properties is not preclnded [3].
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3 MODIFIEDDEMPSTER-SHAFERTHEORY

Another concept under examination is an
“enhanced” Dempster-Shafer theory.
Dempster-Shafer theo~ represents both
frequentist and 13ayesian concepts, separating
supportive evidence and contrary evidence for
particular situations. The supplement we are
pursuing is to represent the amount of
subjectivity in the two components, which
allows decision-makers (looking at analysis
results) to more precisely track how much
subjectivity was included. An illustration of
the use of this technique is shown in Figure 1.

Subjedwity
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Figure 1. Subjective/Dempster-Shafer Model

Here, we postulate the projection of a final
“average” based on partial data. It is fi.uther
postulated that the supporting evidence and
contrary evidence are partially applicable, so
that with a higher degree of subjectivity,
tighter bounds are derived. This has the value
of not only indicating the bounds supported by
the evidence, but also indicating how much
subjectivityy was used in applying the bounds.

4 SOFT MATHEMATICALAGGREGATION

Soft mathematical aggregation is usefid in a
significant number of applications. Inputs
may contribute to the output without being
related to linear, Boolea~ or possibilistic
mathematics. For example, a production line
employee who is disgruntled or unmotivated,
or a training program that is not done
skillfully might not directly contribute to an
accident, but the presence of such situations
projects safety concerns and potential
contributors to an accident, if other
unfavorable events occur.

As another example, a medical doctor may
accumulate weighted health information
combined non-linearly (weight/height, blood
pressure, temperature, pulse rate, blood test
parameters, reflexes). Safety indicators are
similar. The potential effectiveness of
protective measures (e.g., medicine) is also
weighed. In these and similar applications,
there is a particular need for contributions that
push toward a limit (e.g., “unsafe” or “safe”)
without ever being assured of reaching the
limit. Our model for these situations is
exponential, as shown in Figure 2. Safety
protective measures are aggregated up the
ordinate and threats are aggregated down the
ordinate. The abscissa indicates a weighted
“rating” iimction that is subjectively obtained
and based on expert judgment. The equation
used is:

f.

The

(4)

vi and vj indicate “weights” on the
importance of the protective measure and
threat aggregates, respectively (m in number).
The weights are normalized so that

~w, xi =1 and. ~vjyj =1. The xi and yi
inl j=l

are ratings of how bad the hazards are on a
scale of O to 1. The constant k is a variable
dependent on the number of aggregate
constituents. The figure shows an example
aggregation of threats and controls. The
aggregation can be carried out with the
p;;am-eters combined in any orde~ or the
aggregation can be carried o-ut for the entire
system.

Threat/control
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Figure 2. Exponential Aggregation
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Figure 2 shows growth of. the aggregate
attribute with three contributing controls and
three types of concerns. Also shown is a
“threshold of concern: which is conceptually
a fuzzy thresho~d, and below which system
concern becomes greater.

5 MULTI-PARAMETER DECISION
ANALYSIS

Multi-parameter decision analysis is also an
important tool, because system designers
choose components under cost, performance,
size, safety, and reliability constraints.
System usage, modification, and control are
determined by multiple parameters. System
analysts also weigh all of the above factors
and select mathematical models. The high
degree of subjectivity and the mathematical
constraints involved have made this a target
for subjective mathematical tool development
[4]. A few of the many techniques that are
commonly used are: weighted sum, threshold
logic, propositional logic, and ordered
weighted averaging.

The process we have developed is a
weighted sum that can be either linear or
softly aggregated.

The method also includes uncertainty
characteristics. An example is shown below
in Table 1. The scenario shown demonstrates
how two different viewpoints of the same data
set can yield different conclusions.

6 HYBRID COMBINATION

The above approaches, numerous others under
study, and traditional analyses could be
appropriate individually for a particular part of
a system analysis. However, it is more likely
that combinations might generally be
necessary. For this reason, a hybrid
mathematical structure has been developed
that allows the models (traditional and non-
traditional) to be combined while tracking the
amount of subjectivity involved and
portraying its source. Our solution treats each
part of a problem as a subsystem, and each
subsystem can have an objective and a
subjective constituent. Initially, each
subsystem is addressed separately. Then, we
then carry along the analysis to combine
subsystems by processing objective and
subjective pofiions separately to derive a two-
part result.

The solutions are currently being
incorporated in software tools [4].

Table 1. Combining Parameter Importance and Quality to Reach

Exam~le factors safetv wei~htintg svstem wei~hting
● Safety contribution 0.3-0.4 0.1-0.2
● bypass potential 0.3-0.4 0.1-0.2
● synergism w{other 0.03-0.07 0.1-0.2
features

● lifetime stability 0.1-0.2 0.05-0.15
● produceability 0.01-0.03 0.05-0.15
● reliability 0.01-0.03 0.05-0.15
● size 0.01-0.03 0.05-0.15
● cost 0.05-0.15 0.05-0.15
● operability 0,05-0.15 0.05-0.15

Safety weighted score: 0.62-0.73
Systems weighted score: 0.74-0.85

an Aggregate Decision

attribute score
0.6-0.9
0.5-0.8
0.4-0.6

0.2-0.5
0.9-1.0
0.9-1.0
0.9-1.0
0.8-1.0
0.8-1.0
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